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ABSTRACT

The impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions in China and factors influ-
encing this relationship are explored in this study. China’s level of greenization is evaluated by using an index
system developed based on the comprehensive index method. The intensity of carbon emissions is determined
by using the standards for the coefficients of conversion of coal equivalent and coefficients of carbon emission.
The impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions is then evaluated by using
an elastic formula and factors affecting this relationship are verified by regression analysis. The results are as fol-
lows: (1) China’s level of greenization has exhibited a trend of constant increase. The intensity of carbon emissions
has followed a continual downward trend while the impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity
of these emissions has been declining. (2) Urbanization as well as scientific and technological developments have
slowed the reduction in the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions, whereas the structure of energy
consumption has expedited it under the diminishing impact of greenization. The standard of living of the popu-
lation, intensity of environmental regulation, and environmental quality have had different influences under dif-
ferent conditions.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the international community has reached the consensus that green development should
be pursued worldwide. China is the largest developing country in the world. It has for a long time driven the
development of the global economy owing its large economic growth and enormous economic volume.
However, China has traditionally followed a model of extensive development that has led to many
environmental problems, such as excessive consumption of resources and energy, and the emission of
large amounts of pollutants and waste. Industrialization and urbanization in China have resulted in a
substantial increase in national carbon emission. Therefore, since the 18th National Congress of the
Communist Party of China (CPC), the government has worked to develop a path to green development
that suits its national conditions. Liu [1] has claimed that a green development strategy is needed to
combat climate change and improve the living conditions of the human population. In March 2015, the
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Opinions of the CPC Central Committee and the State Council on Accelerating the Ecological Civilization
Construction proposed the promotion of new industrialization, urbanization, informationization, agricultural
modernization, and greenization. A region is a complex system that features the economy, society, resources,
and the environment. Greenization is the process of coordinated development and growth of the systems of
the economy, society, and resources and the environment [2]. In this process, the goals of these systems are
green growth, green welfare, and green wealth, respectively (Fig. 1). China attaches great importance to
green development, and thus greenization has emerged as a new trend with the goal of high-quality
development in the country in the new era.

Low-carbon development is the core of the concept of greenization. Over the past 100 years, the Earth
has experienced a warming of its climate. The impact of human activities on the climate system is clear, and a
substantial increase in carbon emissions is considered to be the major driver of global climate change [3,4].
To respond to this challenge, cooperation between countries and regions is necessary. The international
community has worked together to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, and has successively
formulated the Kyoto Protocol, Bali Roadmap, Copenhagen Accord, and the Paris Agreement. China has
made a series of commitments to mitigate climate change in this context. As a major global center of
urbanization and industrialization, it is one of the largest emitters of carbon in the world [5,6]. At the
Paris Climate Change Conference in 2015, China announced that its carbon emissions would peak by
2030 [1]. In the Chinese 11th Five-Year Plan (2006–2010), the concepts of energy conservation and
emissions reduction were proposed. The concept of green development was proposed in the Chinese 12th

Five-Year Plan (2011–2015), and the reduction of CO2 emissions per unit of the GDP was used as a
binding indicator in the 13th Five-Year Plan (2016–2020). The world will face drastic environmental
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Figure 1: The definition of greenization
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changes in the next 100 years. As China’s international influence grows, it will come to play a crucial role in
reducing global carbon emissions.

Green development and low-carbon development have in common theoretical bases and a goal. The
former are the theory of an ecological economy and system theory, and the latter is the construction of an
ecological civilization, and harmonious development between humans and nature. However, they differ in
content. Research on green development has focused on solving the problem of environmental pollution
and attending to the coordination of the economy, society, and resources and the environment. Work on
low-carbon development has focused on solving the problem of the warming climate and attending to
reducing of greenhouse gas emissions. The research on green development is more extensive and that on
low-carbon development is more specific, and at this point, the former subsumes the latter. Thus, studying
the impact of greenization on the intensity of carbon emissions has theoretical and practical significance. It
can help enrich research on greenization as well as the relationship between greenization and carbon
emissions. The motivation underlying this study is to explore the impact of greenization on the marginal
utility of the intensity of carbon emissions and factors influencing it, with the aim of providing a reference
for examining the relationship between green development and low-carbon development.

2 Literature Review

In recent years, many studies have investigated green development and carbon emissions. The relevant
literature can be divided into three groups as below.

2.1 Green Development Level
An evaluation index system has been developed and different methods of evaluation used to determine

the levels of greenization of different regions. The concept of the green index has been proposed, and a
system to assess it is divided into three classes [7]. The first class contains two kinds of indicators. The
first kind, green status, further contains seven second-class indicators: air pollution, water pollution,
energy consumption, toxin substance, solid waste, community environment, and agricultural environment.
The second kind of indicator is green policy, which in turn contains two second class indicators:
leadership, and the promotion of policy. The third class contains 77 indicators. Chua et al. [8] used
Malaysia as study area to investigate its green development. By using the non-radial data envelopment
analysis (DEA) model, the green development of the Chinese transportation sector was evaluated across
provinces [9]. An index system was established to evaluate green industrial development, and the analytic
hierarchy process was applied to determine the weights and properties of the index when measuring the
level of green industrial development [10]. Liu et al. [2] calculated the weights of the index using the
entropy method, and assessed the evolution of greenization in China through the Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). Sun et al. [11] established an indicator system that
uses the weighting method to analyze the evolution of the level of green development in China from the
temporal and spatial perspectives. Wang et al. [12] employed a multi-level method of evaluation and the
entropy method to evaluate the levels of green development of nine cities in the Pearl River Delta. Yang
et al. [13] constructed a comprehensive index system to assess green development from the social,
economic, and environmental perspectives to evaluate the levels of green development of 109 cities with
rich mineral resources in China. Yang et al. [14] measured the green development index of Shaanxi
Province based on an improved green development indicator system.

2.2 Green Efficiency
The literature on green efficiency is rich. The work includes studies on the evaluation and analysis of the

green efficiency of arable land use [15], the green efficiency of industrial sectors in sectoral and supply-chain
quantifications [16], and the green efficiency of the metalworking industry [17]. In addition, a series of
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studies on green economic efficiency and green growth efficiency have been conducted. The green economic
efficiency of China’s provinces has been measured [18], and the results indicate that large interregional
differences in green economic efficiency, energy, and CO2 emissions are key factors influencing the
country’s overall green economic efficiency. Different regions have different potentials for saving energy
and reducing CO2 emissions. Wang et al. [19] studied the green economic efficiency of 26 cities in the
Yangtze River Delta from 2005 to 2015. Better understanding the level of greening of the manufacturing
industry is important for promoting green growth. Qu et al. [20] measured the efficiency of green growth
of the Chinese manufacturing industry by applying the epsilon-based measure (EBM), and found that it
has significant potential for saving resources and reducing environmental pollution. Ma et al. [21]
analyzed the input–output index and spatiotemporal pattern of the efficiency of green growth of Chinese
cities, and found spatial differences among cities.

In previous studies on green efficiency, the construction of an input–output index system has been
considered an important process. Research on the evaluation of green efficiency has demonstrated that the
DEA model is the most frequently used technique to evaluate the multi-input and multi-output index. It is
a popular and effective method for evaluating the relative efficiency of decision-making units (DMUs) of
multiple inputs and outputs [22]. The slack-based measurement (SBM) model [23,24], which has the
important advantage of considering the problem of the slackness of the inputs and outputs [25], and of
being able to directly solve for the excess of inputs and insufficiency of outputs in efficiency evaluations,
is particularly suitable for evaluating green efficiency. In addition, with the continual improvement and
maturity of measurement techniques, the super-SBM model [21,26–28] and the bootstrap model [29–31]
have been widely used in the evaluation of efficiency.

2.3 Carbon Emissions
Many researchers have explored the determinants and effects of carbon emissions and their intensity as

well as the factors that influence the spatiotemporal evolution of this intensity. Input–output techniques have
been widely used to calculate carbon emissions [32]. It is also important to consider the factors influencing
the intensity of these emissions. After conducting a study of 142 countries, York et al. [33] found that
population, urbanization, and economic growth have positive effects on carbon emissions. Lee et al. [34]
discovered that per capita GDP and population were the main factors that affect carbon emissions,
whereas Sharma [35] claimed that the per capita GDP and urbanization were the two main determinants
of global CO2 emissions. The intensity of carbon emissions in various regions is mainly influenced by
energy intensity, economic growth, the ratio of the secondary industry to overall industrial output, and
fiscal expenditure [36]. Shahbaz et al. [37] reported that economic growth is a major contributor to CO2

emissions. Energy consumption raises the intensity of carbon emissions and capital stock boosts energy
consumption. More importantly, urbanization initially reduces CO2 emissions but, after reaching a
threshold, causes them to increase. Cheng et al. [38] found that energy intensity, the industrial structure,
and urbanization are the main driving forces of the intensity of carbon emissions. Dong et al. [39] found
that urbanization and the energy mix have a positive impact on the intensity of carbon emissions.
Acheampong et al. [40] observed that renewable energy, foreign direct investment (FDI), openness to
trade, population growth, and financial development have an impact on carbon emissions. Pan et al. [41]
demonstrated that the GDP, industrialization, technological innovation, urbanization, total population, and
FDI are the main factors influencing the intensity of carbon emissions. Bai et al. [42] showed that a rising
urban population has a significant and positive influence on CO2 emissions. Furthermore, net FDI flow,
the industrial structure, energy structure, environmental regulation, energy efficiency, and the structure of
land use have been shown to affect the intensity of carbon emissions [43–47]. Liu et al. [48] found that
the concentration structure of urban agglomeration exerts a positive impact on carbon emissions. In
addition, international agreements have had impacts on carbon emissions; for instance, in a recent study,
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Cary [49] found that tariffs increase the intensity of carbon emissions but do not have an effect on the
emissions themselves, where the increase in intensity due to tariffs is sufficient to offset decreases in CO2

emissions due to decreased production.

Green development and low-carbon development have been received considerable attention in research,
but the relationship between green development and low-carbon development is worth further studying. In
particular the impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions should be
considered. However, few studies have addressed this issue. Therefore, based on an evaluation of the
level of greenization and the intensity of carbon emissions, this study empirically examines the marginal
utility of the greenization in China on the intensity of carbon emissions, and analyzes the factors that
influence this marginal utility. The major contribution here is a clarification of the relationship between
greenization and the intensity of carbon emissions, tested using the perspective of marginal utility. The
results will provide a reference for China to formulate policies for energy conservation and emissions
reduction in the context of green development and the construction of an ecological civilization.

3 Hypothesis of Impact Mechanism

The system of economic, social and resources and the environment of greenization can exert different
influences on the intensity of carbon emissions (Fig. 2). Environmental pollutants present an inverted U-
shaped trend of first increasing and then decreasing with economic growth [50]. We thus assume that the
economic system has this impact on the intensity of carbon emissions. In the early stage of economic
growth, the intensity of carbon emissions increases because of the mode of extensive growth, and then
can be reduced through the idea of green growth. Population is a significant element of the social system
that can lead to an increase in the intensity of carbon emissions as it grows [51], but better awareness of
environmental issues helps reduce it through the cultivation and promotion of green ideas. Thus, we
assume that the social system also has an inverted U-shaped impact on the intensity of carbon emissions.
The reduction in environmental pollutants and resource consumption reduces the intensity of carbon
emissions, and thus there is a negative correlation between the system of resources and the environment,
and the intensity of carbon emissions. In light of the law of regional development and the impact of the
three systems on the intensity of carbon emissions, we conclude that greenization has an inverted U-
shaped impact on this intensity.

4 Data and Methodology

The level of greenization is reflected by a composite index computed using the entropy weight
summation method and the evaluation index system. The intensity of carbon emissions is reflected by the
ratio of total carbon emissions to the GDP, where total carbon emissions are computed by using the
standard conversion coefficients of coal equivalent and coefficients of carbon emissions. The marginal
utility was computed using the theoretical elastic formula.

Greenization

Economy System
(Green Growth)

Resources and
Environment System

(Green Wealth)

Social System
(Green Welfare)

Carbon

Emission

Intensity

Inverted
U-shaped

Inverted
U-shaped

Negative
Correlation

Negative
Correlation

Figure 2: The hypothesis of the mechanism of impact
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4.1 Indicator System
Greenization is a process of coupling and collaborative development that enables economic subsystems

to achieve green growth, social subsystems to increase green welfare, and ecological environment
subsystems to accumulate green wealth. Layers of the subsystems of an index system to assess
greenization were therefore constructed in this study from the perspectives of green growth, green
welfare, and green wealth. Tab. 1 provides a summary of the descriptive information on the indicators.

Resources, energy consumption, and waste discharge were selected as indicators of green growth.
Energy consumption per GDP, water consumption per GDP, volume of waste water discharged per GDP,
volume of sulfur dioxide (SO2) discharged per GDP, and volume of industrial solid waste discharged per
GDP were selected as the basic layers of the index. The lower the consumption and the emissions were,
the more favorable the conditions were for green growth; therefore, they were negative indicators.

Social progress and stability, and the development of environmental protection in the process of social
development were selected as indicators of green welfare. Enrollment in high school per 100,000 people,
Engel’s coefficient of urban residents, registered urban unemployment rate, number of public transport
vehicles per 100,000 people, and per capita public green areas were selected as indicators of green
welfare. Engel’s coefficient of urban residents and the registered urban unemployment rate were used as
negative indicators, whereas the other indicators were positive.

Resource abundance, environmental quality, and investment in environmental protection were selected
as indicators of green wealth. They included water resources per capita, forest coverage, proportion of urban
air quality standards met at the county and the national levels, area of sea with water quality below grade I,
and proportion of investment in environmental pollution control. The area of the sea with water quality below
grade I was considered a negative indicator while the other indicators were positive. The weights were
derived from the entropy method. As the resource and environmental data had been collected starting

Table 1: Indicator system to assess greenization

Destination
layer

Subsystem
layer

Basic index layer Unit Nature Weight

Greenization Green growth Energy consumption per GDP t/10,000 yuan – 0.06563

Water consumption per GDP t/10,000 yuan – 0.06513

Volume of wastewater discharged per GDP t/10,000 yuan – 0.06551

Volume of sulfur dioxide discharged per GDP 100 k/10,000 yuan – 0.06664

Volume of industrial solid waste discharged per GDP t/10,000 yuan – 0.06452

Green welfare Number of enrollments in high school per 100,000 people Person + 0.06506

Engel’s coefficient of urban residents % – 0.06752

Registered urban unemployment rate % – 0.06509

Number of public transport vehicles per 100,000 people Unit + 0.06736

Green wealth Per capita public green areas m³/person + 0.06715

Water resources per capita m³/person + 0.06612

Coverage of forest % + 0.07051

Ratio of urban air quality standards met at county and
national levels

% + 0.06752

Sea area with water quality below grade I km³ – 0.06518

Ratio of investment in environmental pollution control % + 0.07107
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from 2004, the period 2004–2016 was selected as the time series for the study. The data for the study were
sourced from the China Statistics Network and the China Statistical Yearbook (2005–2017).

4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Greenization Level

The entropy value method was used to determine the weighted coefficients of the greenization
evaluation index (Tab. 1), and the comprehensive index method was adopted to obtain the level of
greenization of China from 2004 to 2016 [52]. The entropy value method is a comprehensive index
research method that can be used to assess the assignment of weights by calculating the informational
entropy of the index. This renders the results of evaluation more objective through the elimination of the
influence of subjective factors [53].

4.2.2 Intensity of Carbon Emissions
Fossil fuels are the major source of carbon emissions according to different standards for the coefficients

of conversion of coal equivalent and coefficients of carbon emission provided by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Tab. 2). The energy consumed by using coal, coke, crude oil, gasoline,
kerosene, diesel oil, fuel oil, and natural gas was used to calculate total carbon emissions. The intensity
of carbon emissions was used as the yardstick to evaluate the relative extent of the emissions of a given
country [41], expressed as the ratio of total carbon emissions to the GDP(C) [54]. The energy
consumption data were sourced from the China Energy Statistical Yearbook (2005–2017), and data on the
GDP were taken from the China Statistical Yearbook (2005–2017). The formula used to calculate total
carbon emissions is as follows:

Ct ¼
X8

k¼1
Ck ¼

X8

k¼1
Ek � SCk � CFk

where Ct is the total carbon emissions, E is the energy consumption, SC is the coefficient of standard
conversion of the coal equivalent, and CF is the coefficient of carbon emission.

4.2.3 Marginal Utility
Economics defines utility as a measure of how much satisfaction a person obtains from specific goods or

services. Marginal utility is the change in the total utility caused by the consumption of an additional unit of
goods or services, and the diminishing marginal effect refers to the marginal utility obtained from a unit
of goods or services after consumption being less than that of the previous unit [55]. According to the
law of diminishing marginal utility, the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions in the process
of greenization can be defined as the utility of a reduction in the intensity of these emissions caused by
an increase in one unit of the level of greenization, which reflects changes in the intensity of carbon
emissions with those in the level of greenization. The reduction in the marginal utility of the intensity of
carbon emissions during greenization can be calculated using a partial derivative of the impact of the
greenization index on the intensity of carbon emissions:

Table 2: Standard conversion coefficient of coal equivalent and the coefficient of carbon emission

Energy category Coal Coke Crude oil Gasoline Kerosene Diesel oil Fuel oil Natural gas

Standard conversion coefficient of
coal equivalent

0.7143 0.9714 1.4286 1.4714 1.4714 1.4571 1.4286 1.2143

Coefficient of carbon emission 0.7559 0.855 0.5857 0.5538 0.5714 0.5921 0.6185 0.4483
Remarks: In the standard coefficient of conversion of the coal equivalent, the unit of measurement for natural gas is kg/m³ and that for the other sources
of energy is kg/kg. The unit of measurement of the coefficient of carbon emission is kg/kg of standard coal.
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MI ¼ dC
dG

� G

C
(2)

where G is the level of greenization, C is the intensity of carbon emissions, MI is marginal utility, and
dC
dG

is a

derivative of the impact of greenization on the intensity of carbon emissions. When MI is positive, this
indicates that the impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions is
increasing; when MI is negative, this indicates that this is decreasing. The marginal utility exhibited a
decreasing characteristic, which indicates an optimal quantitative ratio of the combination of greenization
and the intensity of carbon emissions.

4.2.4 Linear Regression Method
The factors influencing the impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon

emissions was evaluated via a regression analysis. The formula and variables are provided in Section 5.3.

5 Results of Empirical Analysis

5.1 Greenization Level and the Intensity of Carbon Emissions
The level of greenization and the intensity of carbon emissions were calculated for 2004–2016 (Fig. 3).

The level of greenization increased from 0.05 in 2004 to 0.86 in 2016, showing an overall trend of a gradual
increase. The improvements in the levels of green growth, green welfare, and green wealth were the direct
reason for the increase in the level of greenization. The primary goals of greenization are the development of
an ecological civilization, green development (including clear waters and lush mountains as invaluable
assets), ecological prosperity as civilized prosperity, and harmony between humans and nature, all of
which have gradually infiltrated into various fields of China’s economic, social, and environmental
development. The intensity of carbon emission exhibited an upward trend in 2004–2006 and a downward
trend in 2006–2016. Owing to the continual development of the green, recycling, and low-carbon
economy in China as well as the optimization of the structure of energy consumption, the proportional
contribution of coal to total energy consumption has been declining and that of clean energy has been
increasing, which has contributed to a decline in the intensity of China’s carbon emissions. In addition,
such factors as the optimization of the industrial structure, technological progress, and environmental
regulations have contributed. Although the intensity of carbon emission in the country has shown a
downward trend since 2006, total carbon emissions had declined only slightly by 2014, indicating that
the reduction in emissions has proven to be challenging, and effective measures for energy conservation
and emissions reduction are yet to be implemented.

5.2 Marginal Utility
Before calculating marginal utility, it is necessary to conduct a curve-fitting analysis of the greenization

and the intensity of carbon emissions in China. The optimal function equation is as follows:

C ¼ 0:821þ 0:761G3 � 2:439G2 þ 1:221G (3)

The optimal function of the two parameters is a cubic equation, R2 = 0.96, F = 74.185, that satisfies the
requirements of the significance test. The derivative result of the cubic function, the level of greenization, and
the intensity of carbon emissions were then input into Eq. (4) to obtain the marginal utility of the intensity of
carbon emissions in case of greenization in China (Fig. 4).

The impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions in 2004–2006 was
positive, indicating that the total effect of greening on the reduction in the intensity of emissions was still
rising. Since 2007, the marginal utility has become negative, and the overall trend has gradually
decreased, indicating that the total effect of greening on the reduction in the intensity of carbon emissions
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has been declining. Owing to a lack of statistical resources and environmental data before 2004, this study
analyzed only the impacts of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions since
2004. According to the law of marginal utility in microeconomics, it can be inferred that before 2004, the
impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions gradually increased.
However, the marginal utility decreased during the period of analysis, and has assumed a negative value
in recent years. This indicates that China is relying on traditional processes to reduce its intensity of
emissions. The role of traditional measures of economic and ecological environment in promoting
greenization is thus no longer significant. China’s efforts to promote energy conservation and emissions
reduction require refined, intensive, and targeted management processes to: (1) Strengthen the reduction
of major pollutants; (2) Promote an efficient industrial structure and optimize the energy structure; (3)
Promote energy-saving work and clean production in industries that consume a large amount of energy;
(4) Establish a market-oriented mechanism for energy conservation and emissions reduction; and (5)
Promote the transformation from epitaxial to intrinsic emissions reduction.

Figure 3: China’s level of greenization and the intensity of carbon emissions from 2004 to 2016

Figure 4: Marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions under China’s greenization process from
2004 to 2016
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5.3 Influential Factors
The impact of China’s greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions was

analyzed from the perspective of the interactions between humans and nature, and eight factors were
selected from the three facets of the economy, society, and the environment. Shao et al.’s work [56] and
Liu et al.’s work [57] were used as reference. The first factor, GDP per capita, was used to represent the
level of economic development. The second, the degree of optimization of the industrial structure, was
expressed as the ratio of tertiary industry to all industry in China. The third, the level of urbanization,
was expressed as the ratio of the population residing in urban areas. The fourth, living standard of
residents, was expressed as the per capita disposable income of urban residents. The fifth, the structure of
energy consumption, was expressed as the ratio of the consumption of coal for energy to total energy
consumption. The sixth, the level of scientific and technological development, was expressed as the ratio
of expenditure on research and development. The seventh, intensity of environmental regulation, was
expressed as the number of people employed in environmental protection units. The eighth,
environmental quality, was expressed as the volume of wastewater discharged per capita.

To further determine the extent of the impact of different factors on marginal utility, the impact of
greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions was taken as the dependent
variable, and the level of economic development, the degree of optimization of the industrial structure,
the level of urbanization, living standard of residents, structure of energy consumption, the level of
scientific and technological development, intensity of environmental regulation, and environmental
quality were taken as the independent variables: x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6; x7; x8, respectively. A linear
regression equation was established:

y ¼ a0 þ a1x1 þ a2x2 þ a3x3 þ a4x4 þ a5x5 þ a6x6 þ a7x7 þ a8x8 þ e (4)

SPSS 21.0 software was used for data analysis, and the results are shown in Tab. 3. To increase the
reliability of the results, the eight independent variables were first used for the regression analysis with
the dependent variable (Models 1–8, respectively), and were then taken as independent together in the
regression analysis (Model 9). According to the results, in particular those of Model 9, the partial
regression coefficients of the levels of urbanization, and scientific and technological development were
both negative, which indicates that these factors were obstacles to, or had a negative impact on, the
marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions. The structure of energy consumption had a positive
impact in the regression model tests, which indicates that it had a positive influence on the marginal
utility of the intensity of carbon emissions. The level of economic development and the degree of
optimization of the industrial structure did not pass the significance test in Model 9, and the influence of
these two factors on the diminishing marginal utility needs to be further tested. The results for the living
standard of residents, intensity of environmental regulation, and environmental quality were not
consistent in the two tests, which indicates that their impacts on the marginal utility of the intensity of
carbon emissions varied under different conditions.

During China transition to urbanization, the model of development model has transformed from
traditional patterns of urbanization to those of new urbanization, the goal of development have
transformed from the pursuit of speed to that of quality. The factors influencing environmental protection,
and energy saving, and resource-bearing capacity have been considered in the new type of urbanization,
which has characteristics of green urbanization and low carbon emission. This has changed the
environmental pollution caused by the large-scale agglomeration of traditional urbanized populations, and
has a negative impact on marginal effects. As a result, China needs to continue to promote coupling and
coordination between urbanization and the ecological environment.

Scientific and technological development in China is advancing. Scientific innovation and technological
progress can improve the efficiency of resource use and energy consumption, and can therefore improve
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environmental pollution by reducing carbon emissions. China therefore needs to improve its capacity for
innovation, break through the constraints of key and core technologies, and rely on scientific and
technological innovation to overcome the constraints of resources and environmental bottlenecks, develop
and utilize clean energy, and develop clean production technology and pollution control technology.

Although the proportional contribution of coal to China’s structure of energy consumption has declined
in recent years, China is still the world’s largest consumer of coal, and coal still accounts for the largest
category of energy production in the country. Coal burning is an important source of carbon emissions,
and therefore the structure of energy consumption reduces the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon
emissions. Reducing the consumption of coal resources and improving the structure of energy utilization
are the most direct ways for China to achieve its target of a peak in its carbon emissions by 2030.
Therefore, the structure of energy consumption, environmental protection in energy production, and low-
carbon development should be the top priorities for China in promoting an ecological civilization
and greenization.

Theoretically, improving the level of economic development and optimizing the industrial structure can
promote green growth in a greenization system, further encouraging the transformation into an efficient,
environmentally sustainable, and green economy. Optimizing the industrial structure also contributes to
the optimization of the energy structure, which should in turn improve the marginal utility of the intensity
of carbon emissions. However, the level of economic development and the degree of optimization of the
industrial structure did not pass the significance test in Model 9. Whether these factors help improve the
marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions remains to be verified.

Table 3: Results of a regression analysis of the impact of greenization on the marginal utility the intensity of
carbon emissions in China

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9

a0 0.867 9.54 8.833 1.065 −15.839 3.444 3.858 5.398 −11.07

x1 −0.98***
(16.544)

−0.669
(0.395)

x2 −0.945***
(9.57)

−0.471
(1.346)

x3 −9.79***
(16.007)

−0.847**
(1.124)

x4 −0.981***
(16.593)

0.276**
(0.177)

x5 0.941***
(7.464)

0.544***
(3.207)

x6 −0.964***
(11.985)

−0.324**
(1.321)

x7 −0.955***
(10.663)

1.118***
(3.19)

x8 −0.935***
(8.711)

0.06**
(0.216)

R2 0.961 0.893 0.959 0.962 0.835 0.929 0.912 0.873 0.996

f 273.712 91.576 256.228 275.312 55.704 143.645 113.691 75.89 125.693
Note: **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01, absolute value of the t statistic in parentheses.
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The living standards of residents, intensity of environmental regulation, and environmental quality
should improve the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions. With improvements in the living
standards of residents, people tend to pursue low-carbon living. Improving the intensity of environmental
regulation and environmental quality can promote the level of green wealth in the greenization process.
In addition, strengthening environmental regulation can encourage enterprises to reduce carbon emissions,
but the results of the regression models were inconsistent here. In Models 4, 7, and 8, with these three
factors as independent variables, the three factors improved the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon
emissions, which is consistent with the above theoretical analysis. However, in Model 9, where all factors
were combined, these three factors had the opposite impact, which illustrates that they can transform the
marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions in a complex manner under different economic,
social, and environmental conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to weaken the influence of other factors to
promote the living standards of residents, intensity of environmental regulation, and environmental
quality to improve the impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions.

6 Conclusions and Discussion

Studies on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions in the process of China’s greenization
have theoretical value for better explaining the relationship between greenization and carbon emissions, and
practical value for guiding energy conservation and emissions reduction in China. This study, which
measured the level of greenization and the intensity of carbon emissions in China, made use of the
production function model to analyze the impact of China’s greenization on the marginal utility of the
intensity of carbon emissions during 2004–2016, and conducted a regression analysis to analyze factors
that influence the marginal utility. The following conclusions were obtained: (1) The overall level of
China’s greenization is increasing and the overall the intensity of carbon emissions is declining. However,
the impact of greenization on the marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions is already in a stage
of decline. (2) The levels of urbanization, and scientific and technological development have a negative
impact on the diminishing marginal utility of the intensity of carbon emissions, while the structure of
energy consumption has had a positive impact on it. This conclusion is identical to that of Cheng
et al. [38] and Dong et al. [39]. The structure of energy consumption exerts a positive impact on carbon
emissions, because of which it is necessary to change the structure of energy consumption, which is
dominated by coal. Further studies are required to verify the impact of the level of economic
development and the degree of optimization of the industrial structure, while the impact of the living
standards of residents, intensity of environmental regulation, and environmental quality have varied under
different conditions. The policy implications includes: (1) New urbanization model is necessary for
China, urban planning should be undertaken at a purposeful scale and avoid a dilution of resources
caused by traditional urbanization mode. To realize the coordinated development of urbanization and
ecological environment, the spatial structure and scale structure of cities should be undertaken based on
the carrying capacity of ecological environment. (2) The role of scientific and technological development
in greenization should be fully utilized. The technology of energy conservation, resource cycle, pollution
control and ecological restoration could be seen as the driving force of greenization. (3) The structure of
energy consumption must be changed. Measures should be taken at the technical level, to introduce
production and energy consumption technologies. Industries and enterprises with large energy
consumption should improve energy efficiency.

Carbon emissions are a problem that countries of the world are working together to solve in the backdrop
of global warming. In the scenario in which green development has become the main theme of global
development, this study will help better understand the impact of greenization on carbon emissions in the
process of development, and will provide a reasonable path to greenization to reduce carbon emissions.
Previous studies on the factors influencing carbon emissions have used spatial econometric and regression
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models to study the impacts of economic, social, and resource-related factors on carbon emissions. This
study used the marginal utility.

At the national level, it is necessary to clarify the relationship between greenization and the intensity of
carbon emissions, including the major features of and general rules for promoting greenization and reducing
carbon emissions. This will enable the development of a roadmap for reducing carbon emissions and ensure
that China meets its target of a peak in carbon emissions by 2030. However, China has a vast territory and
significant regional differences, and future research therefore needs to use panel data to study the relation
between greenization and carbon emissions in different regions. Typical regions and industries should be
selected to analyze the measures required as well as options for greenization to promote a reduction in
carbon emissions. This will help more comprehensively and systematically evaluate the relationship
between greenization and the intensity of carbon emissions, and enable different regions to reduce the
intensity of carbon emissions through greenization. Studies on the impact of greenization on the marginal
utility of the intensity of carbon emissions offer a perspective on the wider relationship between
greenization and carbon emissions. They can be used to construct a framework for the theoretical analysis
of greenization and carbon emissions. Spatial econometric models based on panel data can be used to
further verify the impact of the level of economic development and the degree of optimization of the
industrial structure on the intensity of carbon emissions.
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